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ABSTRACT

Learning how to propel with wheelchair is the most crucial part of the rehabilitation process especially for those who suffered from lower limb spinal cord injury (SCI) due to partial recovery from SCI are only within 18 months and the chances of recovery deteriorates as time goes by [4]. In a long-term, SCI patients rely on wheelchair towards their independence life through rehabilitation program. Therefore, it is essential to identify patient’s strength or weakness during rehabilitation in order to suggest suitable rehabilitation programme to patient. However, it is difficult for physiotherapist to monitor patients’ training as patients propel around rehabilitation center at their own. Moreover, there are up to 20 patients for monitoring at each training session. This project comprises the design and development of a system to allow physiotherapist to setup and monitor the rehabilitation progress of patients. An user interface (UI), cloud server with database to log the data of the sensors installed on wheelchair and display the real-time fitness assessment data are designed and developed in this project. Besides, this system also notify physiotherapist of patient’s abnormal heart rate during training. Due to the reason that mobile IoT applications streams small packet of data and away from a convenient power supply, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is used to transmit sensors data. The patient’s BLE enabled smartphone, running Apps developed with Ionic framework, then streams sensors data to cloud server. With this system applied, patient’s rehabilitation progress will be enhanced when physiotherapist can seamlessly access to the real-time data of the patient and subsequently provides quantitative and qualitative feedback through the developed system. The management of rehabilitation center will then be able to properly allocate center resources according to the patient attention priority from the feedback system. The developed system gave an instant data update for every second with low power consumption of 306mW – 357mW.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Spinal cord injury (SCI) is a damage to the spinal cord that results in a loss of function, mobility, and feeling. Frequent causes of damage are trauma or disease with Motor Vehicle Accidents as the leading cause of SCI with 44% [1]. According to the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke of United States, there are more than 250,000 Americans are living with spinal cord injuries with new cases of 12,000 every year in the United States alone and the involved cost could be up to USD347,896.00 at the first year [2], [3]. However, there is currently no cure for spinal cord injury [4]. With physiotherapy exercises, one may recover some function within 18 months [4]. But as time goes on, the chances of paralyzed muscles starting to work again are small [5]. Hence, in a long term, wheelchair is the most important tool for SCI patients to be mobile in social life [6].

Rehabilitation program not only prepares patients to be mobile in daily life with wheelchair but also both mentally and physically ready to go back home, returning to the community, and ready for the workplace (refer to Figure 1.1). Seamlessly connecting all the stakeholders (wheeler, therapist, family and friends, social worker, and the management of the rehabilitation center) not only help to streamline the care processes but also to improve the patient care both quantitatively and qualitatively. As shown in Figure 1.1, physiotherapist needs to help patient to be independent in wheelchair propulsion by suggesting suitable techniques, management needs to properly allocate center resources and properly assign patient to suitable rehabilitation department according to their attention priority from the feedback system, social worker needs to find suitable job for patients according to their rehabilitation performance, family and friends can be supportive when patients are having bad
performance, and lastly, patients themselves have to work hard in training when they found that their performance is bad from the feedback system. Connecting the bio-feedback data collected by additional sensors which attached on wheelchair to the cloud server can be achieved easily with the matured Internet of Things (IoT) enabled technologies and platforms. Useful feedback information such as heart rate of the patient undergoing the therapy at certain inclination, workout limit, and achievement level of rehabilitation activities planned by the therapists can then be seamlessly accessed by relevant stakeholders. These collected bio-feedback data is important in helping physiotherapist to suggest suitable wheelchair propulsion method and rehabilitation process.

Figure 1.1: Total Rehabilitation to be received by the patient at the rehabilitation centre

1.2 Problem Statement

As part of the physical rehabilitation program, patients are required to complete a wheelchair track of around 2.5km independently where the kilometer varies depending on patient's rehabilitation goals. Throughout the wheelchair track, the patients may face difficulties such as inclined track, rough roads, or terrain holes where each of the patients may have different progress and difficulties. It is challenging for physiotherapist to monitor up to 20 patients for each session while identifying their difficulties and performance during rehabilitation (refer section 4.2.3). Furthermore, patients propel in wheelchair at their own around the center which makes it even harder
for physiotherapist to monitor the patients, not to mention when there is patient emergency out of physiotherapist’s monitoring sight. By the end of each session, it is difficult for physiotherapist to recall each patient’s performance and log in the data into system manually.

Furthermore, the rehabilitation performance of patient is often inaccessible to all the rehabilitation stakeholders who help to streamline the rehabilitation care process. Besides, some of the patients might have pessimistic attitude during rehabilitation process after they met accident and lost their freedom to a wheelchair. They tend to give up training even though their workout limit is not reached yet.

From recent related work studies (section 2.10), it was found that most of the system does not have a user interface that connects all required parties while having a network delay of 16-18s in data transmission. Since power consumption is a major concern in IoT application, it is desirable to achieve low power consumption. However, one of the studied projects achieved power consumption of 750mW which can be further improved to make sure the designed IoT application does not drain out devices’ power supply too soon.

1.3 Objectives

The aim of this study is to design and develop an IoT enabled Bio-signal collection system for wheeler rehabilitation fitness assessment with objectives as shown below:

a) To develop an algorithm to acquire patient’s heart rate data as one of the identification of patient’s performance, difficulties, and workout limit during the rehabilitation process.

b) To create connected IoT system with cloud server and database to seamlessly connects all the stakeholders throughout the rehabilitation process.

c) To develop physiotherapist notification when detected patient’s abnormal ECG activity.
1.4 Scope of Work

This project comprised of developing an algorithm to acquire patient’s heart rate data (bio-signal data) with the use of Polar H7 heart rate sensor via BLE link to a developed Ionic mobile application. Then, a cloud server is developed to receive transmitted data from Ionic mobile application such as heart rate data and data collected by other project members which are wheelchair inclination, distance travelled on wheelchair, and wheelchair location. The cloud server is also developed using Node.js to do web page routing, user login authentication, detect abnormal heart rate and send notifications and more (refer to section 3.3.3). A user interface is also created using HTML to display patient’s rehabilitation performance and information. Besides, a database is developed using MySQL workbench to store patient’s performance record, login password, patient’s information and more for server to access when needed. After testing on the developed server, database and user interface, the developed system is implemented to the Microsoft Azure cloud platform. The system is developed to monitor the rehabilitation process of 1 patient due to the limitation of equipment and devices available. By the end of this study, a working prototype consists of microcontroller, heart rate sensor, cloud server, cloud database, and web application are produced.

1.5 Chapters Review

Chapter I describes the general overview of this project. This chapter presents the introduction, problem statement, objectives, scope of work and review of all chapters included in this thesis.

Chapter II discusses the terminology of devices, sensors, and technology being used in this project. The technology to be discussed includes the Bluetooth Low Energy and Websocket. This chapter also presents the previous and related work to this project.

Chapter III presents the methodology of heart rate acquisition, data transmission, cloud server and database development, and Microsoft Azure implementation. Chapter IV delivers the results and discussions obtained in this studies. The last chapter, Chapter V gives the conclusion and future work of this project.
CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter presents the terminology of bio-signal, IoT, BLE and some other technologies being used in this project. Followed by the literature review of some of the available technologies in the market. Then, a study of recent related works is presented in the last section of this chapter.

2.1 Bio-signal

The biomedical signals, referred to as bio-signals, are essential not only for classical applications concerning medical diagnosis and therapy, but also important for the analysis and monitoring of future applications. A bio-signal can be defined as a description of a physiological phenomenon or any signal in living beings that can be continually measured and monitored [7], [8]. They can also be described as time records of a biological event inside the body (such as heart beats or muscle contraction), chemical and mechanical activities that happens during these events that produce signals which can be measured and analysed [8]. The physiological mechanisms of interest are nearly unlimited, hence the number of possible bio-signals is very large. However, there are 3 ways of defining bio-signals classification which are existence of bio-signals, dynamic nature of bio-signals, and origin of bio-signals [7].

As the first classification method, the existence of bio-signals could be taken as a basic bio-signals classification. In particular, this classification groups are comprised of Permanent bio-signals and Induced bio-signals. Permanent bio-signals exist naturally at any time and without any artificial impact, trigger, or excitation from outside the body (Figure 2.1: Classifications of Bio-signals [8]). For example, the ECG that is induced by electrical heart muscle excitation with the typical peaks P-Q-R-S-T
and the acoustic bio-signal that is induced by the consecutive heart valve closures with the typical first and second heart sounds that belong to the group of permanent bio-signals. On the other hand, the group of Induced bio-signals defines bio-signals as artificially triggered, excited, or induced (Figure 2.1: Classifications of Bio-signals [8]). As compared to the permanent bio-signals, induced bio-signals exist only for a certain duration of excitation. When the artificial impact is over, the induced bio-signals will start to decay. An example would be the electric plethysmography, where an artificial current is induced in the tissue and reflects tissue impedance changes [7].

The second classification method considers the dynamic nature of bio-signals, which are Static bio-signals and Dynamic bio-signals. A static bio-signal carries information in a steady state with slow changes over time. As shown in Fig. 1.3b, body temperature would be a static bio-signal that exhibits slow changes over the time. By contrast, dynamic bio-signal convey information of interest with extensive changes in the time domain. For example, the heart rates would constitute a highly dynamic bio-signal as shown in Fig. 1.3b [7].

The third classification method uses the origin of bio-signals for their classification. The most prominent origins encompass the following bio-signals:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Bio-signals</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bioelectric signals</td>
<td>Generated by nerves and muscles tissues as the result of the changes in the electric currents which are produced by the sum potential differences across the tissues and organs. Best known example is the Electrocardiogram (ECG).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomagnetic signals</td>
<td>A signal measured from activities which are linked to magnetic field from an organ. This is because different organs such as heart, lungs, brain will generate a weak magnetic field. For example: Magnetoencephalogram (MEG)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochemical signals</td>
<td>A signals contain information about the changes in concentration of various chemical agents in the body. For example, glucose level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomechanical signals</td>
<td>Produced by the mechanical functions of biological signals such as motion, displacement and pressure. For example: blood pressure measurements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioacoustic signals</td>
<td>A special subset of biomechanical signals that involve in vibration basically motion. For example: signals from respiratory system and muscles.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Biooptical signals: Generated by the optical or light-induced attributes of biological systems. They may occur naturally or induced.

In this study, the bio-signal refers to the Electrocardiogram (ECG) or Photoplethysmogram (PPG) which can be described by heart rates measurement.

Figure 2.1: Classifications of Bio-signals [8]